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Where education transforms 
you to lead a life of unique greatness
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About Us Mission

Vision

Rev.Fr.Jerome
Naduvathaniyil, OSB
President
St.Benedict’s Group of Institution

Rev.Fr. Antony
Pullattukunnel
Manager
St.Benedict’s Group of Institution

St. Benedict’s Group of Institutions entertain students of all religions 
and honors the dignity of every student as a child of God, and strives 
to nurture the talents of each individual for service and leadership in 
their own community and in the largerworld.

In choosing a college, the parent must look for an institution 
providing education, which is academically excellent, spiritually 
wholesome and humanly satisfying, our SBC is endowed akin. If you 
can guide a child get to the answer by self, then they will never forget 
it - they will inherit their own learning experience and it will abide 
with them forever. SBC provides just that! St Benedict’s prepares 
your children not only for college but also for life. They are trained to 
celebrate diversity rather than fear it. In all these endeavors, we 
count the parents as our partners.

Our vision at SBC is to empower students 
to acquire, demonstrate, articulate and 
value knowledge and skills that will 
support them, as life-long learners, to 
participate in and contribute to the global 
world and practice the core values of the 
school: respect, tolerance & inclusion, and 
excellence. We inculcate in students the 
spirit of creativity and innovation and 
mould them as valiant paragons to face 
the challenging world outside.endeavors, 
we count the parents as our partners.

We promote improvement in all sectors of 
education and at all stages of the learning 
journey, from the early years to adult and 
continuing education.

The mission has a strong focus on improving 
outcomes in ways which seek to eliminate 
the inequity which currently exists amongst 
learners from different backgrounds and 
from particular vulnerable groups.

The mission reflects our commitment to 
playing a lead role in promoting strong 
partnership working amongst the key 
partners supporting and delivering 
education. We believe our aspirations for 
improvement in education are shared by all 
of our key partners .These can only be 
achieved by working together 
co-operatively, with mutual respect for, and 
understanding of, our different roles, 
responsibilities and relationship.

We believe that children actively construct 
theories about their world and test their 
hypotheses through meaningful hands-on 
experiences as well as social interactions 
and relationships with their teachers and 
their peers.

We foster children’s imagination, curiosity, 
inquiry, creativity, critical thinking and 
problem solving to shape a lifelong passion 
for learning through the whole development 
of the child: physical, intellectual, emotional 
and social.

We educate children to meet the needs of a 
rapidly changing world where the ability to 
problem-solve, innovate, learn 
independently and cooperate is of 
paramount importance.

“Inspiring and transforming 
lives through learning”

St. Benedict’s Group of Institutions is a Roman 
Catholic Benedictine college run by the monks 
of Asirvanam Benedictine Monastery. It has its 
roots in the values of the Gospel of Christ and 
more than 1500 year old Benedictine tradition of 
schooling.



Courses Our Features

Placement Partners

BSC HOTEL MANAGEMENT & 
CATERING SCIENCE

BSC HOTEL MANAGEMENT & 
CULINARY ARTS

BSC APPLIED STATISTICS WITH 
DATA SCIENCE

BSC PSYCHOLOGY

BSC FOOD TECHNOLOGY

BSC IT

BCOM FINANCE

BCOM + CMA

BCOM+ ACCA

BCOM+ LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY 
CHAIN MANAGEMENT

BCOM+ AVIATION IATA

BCA

BSC APPLIED STATISTICS WITH DATA 
SCIENCE + ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGANCE / 
CLOUD COMPUTING / ETHICAL  HACKING 
/ CYBER SECURITY

BSC IT + ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGANCE/
CLOUD COMPUTING/ ETHICAL HACKING
/CYBER SECURITY

BCA+ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE/CLOUD 
COMPUTING/DATA 
SCIENCE/MACHINE LEARNING

BCA

BBA+AVIATION IATA

BBA

BBA+LOGISTICS & SUPPLYCHAIN 
MANAGEMENT

Greenish 
15 acres of 
Campus

Digital 
Classroom

Chapel

100%
Placement
Assistance

Separate 
Hostel for 
Boys & Girls 

Holymass
in the
Campus
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